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Are you ready to make the conscious choice to embody an enlightened perspective and to
experience an ascended state of being?The guidance and angel energy found within Ascension
Angel Messages will help you to lift in love to connect with the wisdom of the angels. As you read
the angel messages based on direct angel channeling from Melanie Beckler, you will experience
angelic healing, love and light which will assist you in progressing on your ascension
path.Ascension is the path of love and is available for all who are willing to consciously evolve
through aligning with higher consciousness and with the Divine.If you are ready to fully awaken
as the spiritual being that you are, the Archangels are your perfect allies, and this book will guide
you to rise above the limited perspective of ego and to awaken beyond duality.Archangel
Metatron, Archangel Michael, Archangel Muriel, Archangel Haniel, the Angel Guide Orion and
Archangel Uriel will help you to progress on your ascension path into higher levels of love and
light.

About the AuthorDr. Anthony Esolen is the author of twenty-seven books and over 1,000 articles
in both scholarly and general interest journals. A senior editor of Touchstone: A Journal of Mere
Christianity, Dr. Esolen is known for his elegant essays on the faith and for his clear social
commentaries. His articles appear regularly in Touchstone, Crisis, First Things, Inside the
Vatican, Public Discourse, The Catholic Thing, Magnificat, and Chronicles. An accomplished
poet in his own right, Dr. Esolen is known for his widely acclaimed three-volume verse translation
of Dante's Divine Comedy (Modern Library), which many consider the standard edition for
students of Dante. His book-length sacred poem, "The Hundredfold: Songs for the Lord," is a
unified collection of lyric poems, dramatic monologues, and hymns and includes a 40-page
introductory essay on traditional poetry -- what it is and how to read it. His recent books include
Out of the Ashes: Rebuilding American Culture, and its sequel, Nostalgia: Going Home in a
Homeless World. His latest book is an annotated reading of St. John's gospel, called "In the
Beginning of the Word, and his, No Apologies: Why Civilization Depends upon the Strength of
Men will be released in May. Recipient of the CIRCE Institute's Russel Kirk Award (2021) for "a
lifetime dedicated to the cultivation of wisdom and virtue," Professor Esolen is a frequent
speaker at colleges and at church and civic institutions nationwide and in Canada. His Ten Ways
to Destroy the Imagination of Your Child grew largely out of observations he made during his
family's great adventure in home schooling and has been described as "a worthy successor to
C.S. Lewis's The Abolition of Man. Dr. Esolen received his B.A. from Princeton University, and his
Ph. D. from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He is a professor of humanities and
writer in residence at Magdalen College of the Liberal Arts in Warner, New
Hampshire.Review"Let me strongly encourage readers to buy, read, and thoroughly absorb two



important new books: Rod Dreher’s The Benedict Option and Anthony Esolen’s Out of the
Ashes. Dreher (Orthodox) is an articulate, provocative, and insightful social commentator.
Esolen (Catholic) is a distinguished scholar and educator whose English translation of Dante
Alighieri’s majestic Divine Comedy ranks among the finest available anywhere.Neither man’s
book disappoints in the power of its arguments. Both men have the gift of combining erudition
with common sense, and of making their ideas available and engaging to the harried ordinary
reader. Both books offer a tough, frank, and true assessment of contemporary American culture.
Both also share an adult Christian grasp of the virtue of hope and a deep trust in the goodness
of God. Each offers practical steps forward in sustaining and rebuilding Christian life in confused
times." —First Things Magazine"Out of the Ashes is a full-throated, stout-hearted call to arms—
soul-stirring,uncompromising, and irresistible." —ROD DREHER, author of The Benedict
Option"Reading Anthony Esolen is a bit like a ride on your favorite roller coaster. Out of the
Ashes is an astonishing combination of energy, humor, insight, and exceptionalerudition, topped
off by a vivid personal style and a special gift for tweaking thenose of secularist nonsense-
peddlers. If you’re looking for a guide to our current cultural predicament (and how to fix it), one
that’s sobering and invigorating at the same time, start with this book." —CHARLES J. CHAPUT,
O.F.M. Cap., Archbishop of Philadelphia"Anthony Esolen is one of our nation’s best writers
because he’s one of our best thinkers. Out of the Ashes is vintage Esolen: eloquent, bold,
insightful, profound." — RYAN T. ANDERSON, Ph.D., Senior Research Fellow, The Heritage
Foundation, and author of Truth Overruled: The Future of Marriage and ReligiousFreedom"Our
culture suffers from many debilitating diseases. Anthony Esolen’s voice is amuch-needed tonic.
Here’s hoping America heeds his counsel." —R. R. RENO, editor of First Things and author of
Resurrecting the Idea of a Christian Society --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Introduction:Let’s get straight to
the point. We no longer live in a culturally Christian state. We do not live in a robust pagan state,
such as Rome was during the Pax Romana. We live in a sickly sub-pagan state, or metastate, a
monstrous thing, all-meddlesome, all-ambitious. The natural virtues are scorned. Temperance is
for prigs, prudence for sticks in the mud who worry about people who don’t yet exist. A man who
fathers six children upon three women and now wants to turn himself into a “woman” attracted to
other women—he is praised for his courage. Justice means that a handful of narrowly educated
and egotistical judges get to overturn human culture and biology, at their caprice.We are not in
partibus infidelibus. We are in partibus insanibus.What shall we do now? The answer is both
daunting and liberating. We do everything. That doesn’t mean that I do everything, or that you do
everything. Suppose you find yourself in a bombed out city. There are all kinds of things to do,
and all of them have to be done. Some needs are more pressing than others, and some things
can be done only after other things are in order. But everywhere you turn, there’s work to do. You
have to find clean water. You have to find food. You have to tend to the wounded and bury the
dead. You have to erect shelters. You have to see which of the few buildings left standing are
actually safe. You have to demolish those that are ruined beyond repair. You have to organize



work teams. Someone has to prepare the meals. Someone has to keep the children out of
trouble. In such a situation, it’s almost absurd to ask whether it’s more important to build a latrine
than to gather together some undamaged books. All of it has to be done. So you do what you
can do—the work that is ready to your hand.In no order, then, as I survey the ruins:Build new
schools, reform old schools, and abandon irreformable ones.Are your children attending the sub-
pagan schools? Get them the hell out of there. What are you waiting for? It’s not as if the sub-
pagan schools actually teach children English grammar and give them facility with numbers and
make them familiar with the lands and rivers and seas of our world, let alone introduce them to
the great works of western civilization. If your children are in the sub-pagan schools, it will
require almost a miracle of God to keep them from becoming sub-pagan themselves. They too
will learn to worship the three-poisoned god of our times, self, sex, State. Take for granted that
everything in their classes will be sexuality and politics; even in science classes. Shakespeare?
Sexuality and politics and nothing else. Get them out. Begin, if necessary, with one room and
one teacher and ten children. Begin.Restore your parish church and bring reverence back to the
liturgy.Was your church denuded during the Decade that Taste Forgot? Bring art back in. Is there
an ugly sculpture of Jesus the Helicopter, or a pseudo-primitive stained glass window of the
Baptist dropping a rock on Jesus’ head? Replace them. Are you using hymnals filled with bad
poetry expressing hippy-dippy theology to treacly or unsingable tunes? Why? If you know a little
about sacred music, learn more. It’s never been easier to do that. Become more familiar with O
Salutaris Hostia than with Table of Plenty. You don’t have to be allergic to the great Christian
hymns arranged by Bach or written by the Wesleys. Accustom yourself to real poetry, to
melodies that can be sung by a congregation, and to thoughtful meditation upon Scripture. Learn
Gregorian chant. Will it take a while? It will take longer if you complain about how long it takes.
Begin.Acquaint yourself with the proper use of the zipper.No pretending here. We’ve all been
scorched by the sexual revolution. The ancient Christians knew they were living among
hedonists, but plenty of the pagans, especially those who lived outside of the cities (Latin
paganus = hayseed), were old-fashioned in their mores. The Christians could say that they
honored the virtue of chastity, which the pagans recognized but often violated. We cannot say
that now. We have to tell ourselves and our children the truth. There is no way to make it sound
nice. “We are Christians, they are not. How God judges them is not ours to know. Our first task is
to follow God’s law ourselves, before we can witness to them. We do not fornicate. We do not
divorce. We do not engage in sodomy. We do not use porn. We do not flood women’s bodies
with synthetic and carcinogenic hormones. We do not care for obscenities in film. We do believe
in marriage according to the evident design of God, imprinted upon our bodies male and female.
We encourage boys to be boys and girls to be girls.” And then—where are the chaperoned
dances? Where are the concerts? Where are the matchmakers? Where are the healthy customs
whereby the older generation made sure that the younger generation would, ahem, get on with
the great and innocent business of new life? Establish them. Begin.Be social.Be human. I’ve
heard all my life long that the Church, before Vatican II, had nothing at all for the laity. Really?



What then were all those ecclesial fraternities and sororities? So laymen did not potter about the
altar during Mass. They certainly pottered about everything else before and after Mass. They
played basketball, they put on shows, they sang, they maintained the church grounds, they
gathered for communal prayer, they fed the hungry, they taught the ignorant, they celebrated,
they paraded down the main street. The official organs of public opinion hate us, and would like
nothing better than to have us hang about empty churches like bats in a cave. Let them have
more obvious opportunities for their hatred—or their embarrassment, perhaps their conversion.
Saint Ignatius had for a long time only two or three followers. He persisted, and the Jesuits
became the greatest force for education and human culture and the propagation of the faith that
the world had ever known. Begin.Read good books.Our Lord has granted us one of the most
precious blessings in war. Our enemies are ignorant. They are clever—they have brains, as all
human beings do. But imagine a rickety fence against a cannon: that’s our contemporary
journalist against Chesterton. Imagine a squirt gun against a battering ram: that’s our
contemporary educator against Pope Benedict. Imagine a flea against an elephant: that’s our
contemporary advertiser against the Catechism. Imagine a dented bugle against a cordon of
trumpeters: that’s our contemporary artist against Dante. When Saint Paul said that he must be
all things to all men, he did not mean that he would be stupid for the stupid. Put on the full
panoply of God. Those arms may well include the weapons of natural law and natural wisdom
that our sub-pagan neighbors have never mastered: Cicero, Aristotle, Plato, Confucius. Don’t
know where to begin? It hardly matters where. Begin.Recover the human things.You remember
them? The things that human beings used to do. They are not to be underestimated. Let’s not
pretend here. We’ve all lost a great deal of what once made up whatever sweetness that human
life had to offer. People used to dress becomingly, play cards, talk to others, take long walks,
sing songs, play ball, grow peas and beans, strum on the guitar, drop in on friends, and have
friends to drop in on. Boys used to ask girls to do innocent things with them, like go bowling, or
attend a concert, or dance. There’s an idea—learn how to dance again. The world, besides
being quite mad, is now an unspeakably drab, tawdry, and lonely place. Build outposts of
normality. It will take time. Begin.Pray like the pilgrim you are.That goes without saying. If you
pray for ten minutes a day, pray for fifteen. But pray with a clearer aim. Remember that you are
going somewhere. Its name, in one sense, is the grave. The whole world is in mad denial of that
plain fact. It turns to the garish and obscene, lest it have to consider the quiet grassy mound and
the stone with a few words on it. Be different. You are on the way. Take heart, and don the hat of
the pilgrim. Do not be like those who have no hope. Jesus has gone before us to prepare a
place. Will you have to repent of having sometimes gotten on the carousel of the world? Repent
of it then. Begin.Whatever you do, do it as if everything depends on just that.It does, after all. Let
no one say to you, “What difference does it make if you sing beautiful hymns at Mass?” That’s
the way the world thinks. For the world, despite all its pretense of love for every individual,
considers men to be mere stuff, an accumulation or amalgamation. Do not believe it. The next
person you greet may be on the verge of sainthood or damnation. Every moral choice we make



repeats the drama of Eden. No one can do everything. Everyone can do something. Begin.--This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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AscensionAngel MessagesbyMELANIE BECKLERSwellPressCopyright ©2014 Melanie
BecklerAll Rights ReservedBook design by Julius Broqueza.Angel Illustration by IuriiaA
Shutterstock.com artist.For you.May you fully rememberthe brilliance of the light that you
are.ContentsAuthor’s NoteInvocationPreface - Archangel MichaelIntroduction -Spirit Guide
Odrian1. Illuminating Your Ascension Path - Archangel Metatron2. Ascension Activation of
Divine Love - Archangel Michael3. Embody Your Divine Spirit - Archangel Michael4. Link With
The Divine Mind - Archangel Muriel5. High Vibrational Attunement - Archangel Metatron6.
Cleansing, Intentions and Manifestation - Archangel Michael7. Balance Self Love and Service -
Archangel Haniel8. Your Intuitive Guidance System - Archangel Haniel9. Rejuvenation
Meditation – Archangel Muriel10. Mastery of Love – Angel Guide Orion11. Dimensional Hopping
– Archangel Metatron12. Your Soul Ascension – Archangel Michael13. Connecting With Your
Ascension Team – Archangel Michael14. Activation of Spiritual Awareness – Archangel Uriel15.
Align with Divine Guidance - Archangel Michael16. Spark of Divine Light - Archangel Michael17.
Divine Alignment – Archangel Haniel18. Experience the Flow of Love – Archangel Metatron19.
Integrated Healing – Archangel Michael20. Oneness – Archangel Metatron21. Unlimited Love –
Archangel Uriel22. Maintaining An Increased Vibration – Archangel MetatronBonus .MP3 Angel
MessageAbout the AuthorAlso By Melanie BecklerAuthor’s Note ~This book offers you the
opportunity to receive direct channeled teaching from the angelic realms. To gain the most
benefit from this book, think of it as a reading meditation. As you read these words, imagine that
you are hearing them, as if the angels were speaking directly to you.Each of the angel
messages in this book carries a beautiful angelic frequency alongside the words. As you listen to
the guidance from the angels while you read, pay attention to your subtle senses and feelings,
as you will very much be in the presence of angels.You may even want to imagine yourself in a
peaceful location in nature while you read, or inside a beautiful sanctuary of light where you are
in the direct presence of your guides and angels.You are in the direct presence of your guides
and angels who lovingly and powerfully assist you in tuning into the healing, frequency and
wisdom available for you now.~Melanie BecklerInvocation ~At this time I invite you to join me in
finding a comfortable and relaxed position. Take a deep breath, and begin to shift your
awareness so that you’re focusing within.I ask that we be surrounded with Divine white light and
with each of our Spirit Guides and Angels of healing, love, light and protection. Please come in,
protect us, uplift our energy, and assist us in tuning into the knowledge, wisdom and truth which
will most serve now, for the highest and greatest good according to Divine Will, and so it is.As
you read these words, allow yourself to naturally rise up in consciousness into direct presence
with Source, God, and with All That Is.I now call upon the highest, best and most loving possible
channeling guides who can most serve.Please come in, connect and channel through me
now...Preface~ Archangel MichaelGreetings dear one. I Archangel Michael am present with you
now. I am pleased to connect with you now energetically and with frequency, through this
channel who receives these words as a stream of consciousness alongside her own.Melanie
has agreed before birth and consciously in this now, to step back, to step into a state of love, a



state of awareness and presence, to receive this guidance from beyond the veil. This guidance
from the angelic and spiritual realms for the purpose of reawakening humanity to the brilliance
which lies within at an individual and at the level of the collective.The time for reuniting with inner
Divine wisdom, knowledge, and light is now.Through awakening and realigning more fully with
love through your choices, your actions and your presence, Divine inner wisdom, knowledge,
truth, and insight are able to be accessed incrementally when you are ready.You have made it to
a point in the ascension process that the sky is the limit, so to speak. There’s no going back now,
there’s only going further in expanding consciously, in remembering and in opening the vault of
ascension energy which is collectively and individually held within.And so continue further on
your ascension path, one step at a time, one moment at a time and reading one word at a time
as you return to love.Conscious awakening on the ascension path is choosing to walk the path of
love. It is returning to love in the present moment.Indeed love in the moment is the key to
preparing yourself to access the information stored within you, the information of your higher
consciousness and your soul which has the potential to create positive change on an individual
and collective scale.You have already progressed far and yet you have merely taken a step in
the grand scope of how far you are able to travel, of how high you are able to lift, of how
advanced you are able to evolve, ascend, and become illuminated as the spiritual being that you
are.You are ready to fully awaken as the spiritual being that you are, as Divine presence manifest
within your physical form. This is possible for you in this lifetime still.Ascension through your
return to love, through your presence in the moment, through your full awakening is possible for
you now.One step at a time. Introduction~Spirit Guide OdrianGreetings to you, Dear One, I am
Odrian and I greet you in this present moment, in this very time. I greet you with your team of
guides and angels and with an entire entourage of beings of unconditional love and light. Here
enter these ascended masters and teachers from the spiritual realms, these angels and
archangels, these guides and indeed your beloved ancestors who are all entering into this
present time and space to unite with you energetically. This is made possible through the
Oneness which you are aware of that connects all.Know that I, Odrian, am indeed a spirit guide
of the Divine light. Indeed I have lived various manifestations within the physical realm, on Earth
and within other physical manifestations. I am ascending as you are. I have ascended now in
spirit into full Oneness with God, with Divine light, with Sananda, who you may know as Jesus,
and with All That Is.I am so pleased to connect with you as are your many friends in the spiritual
realms – many guides and angels who have gathered here and now to make this link with you.
They are all present, and so together we broadcast our love, and together we assist you in
linking directly with God, directly with the Divine.There are some who would say there is no
purpose in connecting with Angels. “Go up directly and seek God,” they say. We say to you,
“Yes, go up directly and seek God, go up directly and seek Source, go within and connect
directly with the Divine for you are One with this always.”But know also that just as you have a
purpose here on Earth – to grow, to evolve, to learn, to share, to teach, to witness and to serve –
so too do angels and spirit guides have a purpose. We continue to evolve and learn and grow.



Many, including the Archangels and I, chose at a point on a past timeline to fully unite with the
Divine will.We have surrendered our free will that you experience from within your physical realm
– the free will to choose something that is out of alignment with the will of God. But you as a
human being have this right. We in the realms of spirit guides and angels who serve the light
have surrendered this free will and are acting according to Divine inspiration at all times.My
being here now is not serving myself, it is serving the Divine will to share the teachings of the
Divine with you now, to share my experience and the experience of the collective consciousness
of beings who have lived as humans and ascended, and who are with you now.You are at the
brink of the next level of becoming. You are ascending indeed and we wish to impart wisdom
and guidance and indeed frequency to serve you according to the Divine will. Not for our own
motivations, but for the highest and greatest good according to Divine will.The energy of Source,
of the Divine, of God which is indeed all-knowing, all-seeing, all-encompassing and which has
given you the opportunity of free will to make choices, to learn, to participate in this grand
classroom and experience of life. You are at a threshold collectively indeed. You have crossed
through the doorway. You have crossed a point which many thought you would not cross. You
have passed the point in time which was mirrored at the time of Atlantis when the civilization was
destroyed. Many thought your civilization now would repeat that experience which you did not,
and not because there aren’t those among you who wish for that to happen. Collectively it was
your choice as humanity and collectively you chose love.The scale has been tipped in the
direction of light and love, and so you have crossed through the doorway of light, you are on the
other side and yet you remain at the threshold still and so we connect with you in this present
moment.We connect with you with words and with frequency to guide you forward, for while the
journey before you is new to your eyes, it has been walked by many. Indeed, it is familiar to many
of the Archangels who you know and love who have indeed lived physical lives and ascended to
their current frequency and vibration.The pathway has been paved indeed by many of the
figures you know and love in history such as Jesus, such as Mother Mary, such as Buddha, who
have walked the path of ascension to reunite fully with God, to be one with all.And this pathway
which has been illuminated with light is the journey you are embarking upon now, and you have
crossed through the doors which open to the next level of illumination, of ascension, of the new
paradigm.Within this new paradigm, humanity, Earth and all are ascending. Humanity, Earth and
all are changing, re-aligning with Divine will. Do not worry! You are not being asked to give up
your free will. You are simply collectively recognizing the path of Divine will and you are
embarking in this empowering, uplifting, rewarding, inspiring direction.When you express the
love that you are, when you recognize the love that you are, when you live in love, as love,
mindful of love, then the blessings of love elevate the entire playing field. Love elevates the
current paradigm, elevates the vibration you radiate and elevates the vibration which is mirrored
back to youAnd on this path the potential is present for the total healing and replenishment of
your planet, for the total healing and replenishment of your physical vessel and indeed, your
advancement forward collectively opens up new frontiers for you as a galactic citizen.Instead of



thinking you are a citizen of a particular country within a divided Earth, you will recognize that
you are a citizen of Earth within a greater galactic community filled with beings at differing levels
of evolution and consciousness, some of whom are in physical bodies quite similar to your own.
Others exist in a state of being that is much more like I, Odrian – a complete presence in spirit.
And as your consciousness expands now, you are able to see that all this is true and you are not
only a citizen of Earth, separate from all these beings, but you are one with all.One part of
transitioning through this doorway, of entering the new paradigm is becoming aware of the
greater extent of dimensions. It has been said that there are twelve dimensions you can access
from within your physical realm, but in fact there are infinite, there are unlimited dimensions and
planes of existence – parallel realities in infinite directions across the lines of time which you are
connected to.To get a bit more complex and abstract for a moment, there are past lives which
you have lead in these alternate dimensions of experience on alternate planets which exist on a
different timeline, and these experiences are continuing to unfold now. And so you on physical
Earth as a soul within a physical form are not only here but you also exist multi-dimensionally
throughout time and space in other expressions, in other forms, in spirit, in other places. Your
soul lives parallel experiences. These are parallel adventures of learning through
consciousness, parallel lessons and lives. And yet the vast plethora of what you are is all
connected, it is all one.To think about the power of your choice is to think that your choice here
and now ripples outward and touches all of existence. Your choice in this life influences your
soul’s experience in that parallel expression and in a more physical sense, in terms of Earth,
your choice influences all humanity and all beings on the planet. Your choosing love has a
tremendous impact.So if you have been feeling a bit funny, feeling a bit weird, know that you are
simply re-calibrating to this new energy and climate. You are recalibrating to the fact that an
infinite amount of alternate dimensions are now within your reach, and your balance within this
transition, your key to unlock the new technologies and opportunities and frequencies available
according to Divine will lies within you.Your heart remains the portal to access the higher
dimensions. Your heart remains the portal to access the angelic realms and more. Your heart
remains the portal to link directly with God. And your heart remains the portal which activates
your light body and allows you as a spiritual being, as a being experiencing parallel dimensions
in spirit, at the soul level, to energetically travel, to astrally travel and to claim the knowledge, the
experiences, the blessings of these parallel existences.We realize this is a bit abstract, for your
mind can truly only comprehend what is already known.You are standing at this new frontier with
infinite realms of unknown before you, and so you cannot expect to instantly understand and
know it all. You can simply take your next step by opening more fully to experiencing the magic of
God, the infinite light of the Divine, which manifests through you.Did you really think the
unlimited, all-powerful, omnipotent Divine source was only manifesting in one dimension, one
place and time?Across the lines of time, across time and space, across vast universes and
dimensions and planes, Divine will is unfolding. We – your team of helpers and spirit guides –
applaud you and encourage you for being here now, for being willing to walk the path of love in



alignment with Divine will and to move into the new paradigm which holds so much beauty, so
much potential for the new Earth, and which ripples out through all that is – through everything,
through the one Source, God, infinitely manifest through I, through you, through us.We are one
and we shall meet again.1Illuminating Your Ascension Path~ Archangel MetatronDear one, I am
Archangel Metatron. I greet you now with love and with Divine well-being.Although changes in
life often seem turbulent and unknown, it is through the progression of changes that your highest
good, the blessings and, indeed, the miracles can unfold.You are at the precipice of another
stream of changes flowing into your being. Change stirs within the earth. It stirs within the greater
field of consciousness and within your own life path, but do not be afraid. Instead, know and
remember that you are a Divine spiritual being in physical form. You are here in life on planet
earth not to effortlessly glide on autopilot through the present moment, but to be an active
participant in manifesting your highest and greatest good, in learning your lessons, in
accomplishing your purpose.Life unfolds one moment at a time. Love moves you in the direction
of increased frequency and well-being. Fear drains your energy, lowers your vibration, and
brings you to manifest more to be fearful of. This is your authentic choice: love or fear. It has
been and is present and available to you at every moment, in every scenario  every second,
every action offers the opportunity for a reaction and you have the choice of love or
fear.Ascension is a process which you, the earth and all beings and inhabitants of the planet
earth are undergoing. It is the process of moving in the direction of love, a process of raising in
vibration not once and for all, but moment by moment. It is a progression which us unfolding,
ever in the present moment. You are able to reach new heights of Divine light and frequency and
personal power, from within.You are a spiritual being, first and foremost. You have been born into
this physical realm to experience the blessings of the ascension path  not the effortless path,
not the autopilot path, but the ascension path, which encompasses aspects of a spiritual path, of
being spiritual, of being connected to spirit. But it expands further. The ascension path involves
facing all fear and darkness and density within you, and dealing with blockages and doubts and
density, healing the past, present and future aspects of yourself in order to retain the full light of
the Divine.The archangels, ascended masters and your spirit guides who are present here with
you now are vibrating with the presence of the Divine. These ascended beings of increased love
and vibration will assist you now and always in walking this path of returning to the full
connection with God and with All That Is, to the full connection with the infinite “now” that is ever
in the present moment.And so your ascension path, which, yes, continues to accelerate, is
primarily twofold. Cleansing that which is not, and integrating that which is: love, life,
compassion, beauty and Divine in this present moment. Integrating that which is in alignment
with your furthered ascension, raising in vibration, aligning with your authentic path and purpose,
living vibrantly inspired and alive involves not only turning away from your ego and from your
personal doubts and fears and frustrations but also dissolving densities, blockages and tensions
into the light and replacing them with the high-vibration counterparts of love, compassion,
knowledge, wisdom, truth and light.As you shift, as you personally reach the tipping point where



your light and love in the present moment outweigh your fear and insecurity and negativity, you
act as a beacon, a signal, an alarm clock or a lighthouse for others who have in spirit chosen to
ascend but in the physical realm have not yet begun the process of releasing the lower-vibration
frequencies from their life. These lower-vibration frequencies include habits and addictions. They
also include thoughts, feelings and emotions, beliefs and intentions, as well as energies.The grip
of belief, of thought and of fear is strong and tenacious upon many. It holds them fast asleep and
trapped within the cage of negativity  the limits and confines of material reality. But as you know,
as you have glimpsed and experienced, the realms of spirit are now open for you and the path
through the veil of illusion has been paved, the gate is left open. You are ready to return home in
the present moment and to experience, radiate and honor the Divine light within you that is
within everything.It is easy to become caught up in what is wrong in your world. Yes, there is
much that needs changing. Yes, there is much suffering and cruelty and negativity present here
still. Know that your inner state of being is mirrored by the world outside and around you. And so
your ascension work is fundamental in shifting that which is in physical reality, which is on the
lower-vibrational scale. And your work in consciousness prepares you for your high-vibration
work as an ascended physical being, for meditating and self-release and prayer and preparation
are essential but are not all-inclusive for those spiritual beings who walk the ascension path in
physical form.Action in a physical sense is required, indeed. But through your meditation and
preparation you are able to know your course of action and you are able to remain in love while
engaging and changing the harsh or negative aspects present within physical reality. Remember
that your choice makes all the difference  your choice in every moment, the grand choice, the
ultimate choice. Love or fear may not always seem this clear-cut and this is why we encourage
you to calm your mind, to take control of your status, to meditate and be present and clear out all
fear and density and negativity still residing within you so that the path of love and compassion,
of serving others and the earth naturally aligns with your being so that your choice  even when
you are not fully aware  is in alignment with your ascension path. Your ascension path leads you
in the direction of full awareness and full knowledge of your choice in every moment.Love even
your challenges, for you often grow far more from a challenge than from a state where everything
is going well. Love the challenges and receive the insight and blessings contained therein. Don’t
think, “Why me? Why must I experience this challenge?” Instead, ask “Why this? Why this
challenge now? What is my lesson in this challenge? What is the blessing in this challenge?”
This perspective will help you to claim the seeds of power, the granules of light, the codes of
consciousness and of frequency available for you amidst the challenge in the present
moment.This cleansing of old energy, making way for the brilliance of the inner light that is you is
important work not to be completed once and then be over with. It is to be returned to and
repeated. And so at this time as you imagine an orb of Divine white light above you and imagine
that this orb begins to pour down a waterfall of white light around you. Light cleansing your mind,
body, spirit, and expanding outward to cleanse your home and your space, your neighborhood,
city and state, to cleanse your personal being and all whom you are in contact with, cleansing



everything.Let your awareness be directed to an area which you have been holding onto which
does not serve, a habit or belief, or pattern of thought. This can be whatever is standing in the
way of you reaching the next level of your ascension light, of your authentic power, of opening
and blossoming as the Divine lotus of light frequency that you are. Notice it and be aware, for
with awareness, release is simple. Release happens in a moment. Density is banished and fear
dissolved, judgment eliminated and presence, Divine light and beauty brightly shine from
within.Notice the orb of light above you releasing another surge of light, a waterfall of light. It
soothes you, rejuvenates your being and replenishes any energy which has been strained or
tensed amidst recent challenges. Remember that your challenges contain blessings and
opportunities for growth. They present opportunities to take leaps forward on your ascension
path of aligning with the full light that you are through love which is all around you now cleansing
and uplifting, inspiring and purifying.And now with a burst of light your inner, authentic being
brightly shines through, filling up your energetic being with light, your aura with light. This light
from within fuels your body, mind, and spirit, which aligns blessings on your path. This
empowers you to continue on your path of becoming better, lighter, more authentic, more loving,
more in alignment with the Divine every day, in every way, for the highest and greatest good. You
are cleansed and uplifted, you are empowered and inspired to carry on, to go further, to continue
forward in walking your authentic path of ascension, reuniting, being the Divine spiritual being
that you are in physical form.I am Metatron. See the Divine light in you. Let it build and grow and
shine. Nurture your Divine light with your choice, with your belief, with your thought, with your
return to love in this moment and every moment.2Ascension Activation of Divine Love~
Archangel MichaelGreetings, beloved one. Indeed, I am Archangel Michael and I greet you now
with Divine love, with uplifted energy, with Divine frequency from the higher realms which you
are moving into, ascending into, lifting into consciously and actively now.
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Katherine Bell, “Love Love Love. This book is uplifting and the vibration is so powerful. I love
starting my day with a chapter and letting the vibration of the message set the tone of my day.
Must read!!!”

BoschArt, “Thank you!!. Thank you Melanie! I have been following Melanie for the past year with
her guides meditations. This book, however, has changed my everyday life! It helps to go deep in
my morning meditations, I can totally feel a change in my perception of life throughout the day. I
can see myself using this book for long time,If you are seeking the path of heart evolution, this
book is a must! I wish it was available in Spanish so I could share it with my family and friends.”

Cheryl, “Ascension Angel Messages - Melanie Beckler. I am a member of the online community
Ask-Angels lovingly created by Melanie Beckler where she radiantly shines her light of love on
all who are blessed to know her. This is the first time I have used Kindle and I downloaded her
new book and was immediately captivated. I think I like receiving the messages from the
Angelic Realm through the printed word as much as I do through the audio and video messages
she creates. I could actually hear her enchanting voice as I read the words of Saint Michael. I
would recommend this new book by Melanie Beckler to anyone who wishes to connect with
Archangel Michael or any of the other Archangels she hears in her stream of consciousness.
Melanie is filled with the joy and happiness and peace of mind that comes from being aligned
with God's Will for her life. She is someone very special and I am very excited about her new
book.”

Robert, “Great guidance from the messages from different Angels. This was a very enlightening
book, full of great guidance on how to live life. All the right due's. If your seeking enlightenment,
the different messages from different Angels will get you their. You will truly enjoy this book, and
actually all of Melanie Beckler's books. She's a gifted channel.”

Gina Urq, “Much appreciated. Thank you for giving this book for free today, much appreciated
especially in these lockdown days when we not only are blessed with the book’s uplifting
messages but the grace that you convey by giving away the book. Blessings ”

Syris, “Inspired and enlightening. I have never felt so connected and loved as I do after
experiencing and working with the Angels through this book. A Gift that will reward me for the
rest of my life. Thank you Melanie, for your work has touched, healed, lifted and aligned me with
gifts and energies that will surely aid me on my journey for years to come”

Missy, “One of my favorites. I love all of Melanie’s books, but this one was extra special and
came at the perfect time for me. She’s for sure connected to the angels and shows us that we



truly are also.”

Mr. J. R. Cakebread, “Five Stars. Brilliant book, really enjoyed it.”

vareti, “good read excellent guide to enhance meditation and connect than you   .
Recommended for those who find it hard to connect or not easy to do so . Very useful guidance
reading meditation which helps visualisation and prayer . Very enlightening. Thank you”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful. Can't help but feel uplifted reading this. Beautiful. Can't help but
feel uplifted reading this. Haven't finished it yet mind. It's just right for dipping into each day.
Melanie is one gifted lady!”

Alison Davison, “Take this book with you size. Guiding Angel book”

The book by Melanie Beckler has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 247 people have provided feedback.
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